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Estate Stone - Wiarton



LIVE
How you live is a choice that reflects your style. Make the 
most of it. Explore our Residential products through four 
categories: Modern, Classic, Trending and Creative Living.

EXPRESS
Accessories can take your project to the next level.
Browse the vast options available in our Charington 
collection to express your style.

ASPIRE
Witness the possibilities with our retail line of do-it-yourself
masonry stone veneer – Fusion Stone.

INFLUENCE
In the architectural world, design can have an influence 
for decades. With multiple style, size and colour alternatives 
and the option to mix and match, our Architectural products 
can get you there. 
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DREAM
NOW CREATE.
 WITH SHOULDICE DESIGNER STONE

Estate Stone - Hampton
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Estate Stone - Kingston
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L IVE
MODERN       CLASS IC       TREND ING       CREAT IVE

Experience life on your own terms. Live the 
way you feel it. 

Today’s Modern sensibility opts for clean, linear 
profiles, featuring crisp, square corners in a mix 
of often narrow, horizontal and vertical elements. 

Maybe you prefer the Classics. The lush 
expression of presence with lots of expressive 
details that have timeless appeal.

Trend setting more your style? Then the 
direct simplicity of black and white stone with 
a blend of wood and glass is where it’s at.

For the habitually Creative types, mix and 
match is the way to go. Mix architectural with 
residential stone for virtually endless creative 
possibilities.

Whatever your lifestyle, we have the products, 
profiles, sizes and colours to express it. Live 
with Shouldice Designer Stone. 



MODERN L IV ING

6        MODERN LIVING  -  RESIDENTIAL

Simplicity bestows sophistication to 
many modern structures.

MJ Brick Smooth - Galaxy
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Ultra White

Estate Stone - Hampton

Estate Stone - Wiarton
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Estate Stone - Norton

Architectural Stone Tapestry - Colby    Estate Stone - Wiarton 
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SIMPLE  ELEGANT  
CURRENT.Smith Stone - Polar

Estate Stone - Wiarton



CLASS IC L IV ING
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Refinement, at the very heart of classic design, 
is all about making a statement.

Estate Stone - Hampton
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Shale Stone - Hudson & Sedona

Estate Stone - Wiarton

Estate Stone - Wiarton



TIMELESS.
TRADITIONAL
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Q-Stone - Cambria

Estate Stone - Hampton
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Estate Stone - Hampton Estate Stone - 85% Hampton & 15% Norton

Shale Stone - Hudson
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TREND ING L IV ING Traditional or contemporary – black and white, 
with complementary materials, are today’s choice.

Estate Stone - Roberval
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Pearl White Architectural Stone - Tapestry  Urban Brick Smooth - Galaxy Estate Stone - Roberval

Architectural Stone Tapestry - Colby & Pearl White
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Smith Stone - Polar

Estate Stone - Wiarton Estate Stone - Norton
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MOVEMENT.
INSPIRED

Estate Stone - Hampton

Smith Stone - Oxenden



CREAT IVE  L IV ING
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The new rule is no rules. The creative mind 
is free of restriction.

Architectural Stone Tapestry - Executive Grey
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Pearl White

MJ Brick Smooth - Pearl White & Galaxy Smith Stone - Polar
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INNOVATION.
CAPTIVATING

Shale Stone - Hudson

Rock Pier Cap - Natural & Estate Stone - Wiarton
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Pearl White

Architectural Stone Tapestry - Chamois

Estate Stone - Kingston

Architectural Stone Tapestry - Colby
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ESTATE STONE Classic style in nine luxurious colours makes Estate Stone our number one seller.
Colours available in Estate Stone & MJ Saratoga Brick. (Estate Stone displayed)

Colours available in Q-Stone & Newport Stone. (Newport Stone displayed)DESIGNER STONE

COLOUR BEAUTIFUL.

WiartonBrocktonNortonBradfordLaurierKingstonHamptonFrontenacRoberval

Aberdeen BelmontRideauAmabelAlmondSterlingCambriaSilverado
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Colour can say it all. 
From the contrasting hues of Belmont to the contemporary simplicity of Roberval and 
Galaxy there is a Shouldice colour to bring vision to life. Feel free to combine colours 
(and styles) to produce that one of a kind result that you can truly call your own.

Colours are printed representations. Actual colours may vary. Samples available.

SHALE STONE

STRATA BRICK SMOOTH SMITH STONE

MJ BRICK SMOOTH

URBAN BRICK SMOOTH

Hudson Tundra Slate Sedona

Polar Galaxy Oxenden Polar Oxenden

Pearl White Galaxy

Polar Galaxy Oxenden
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Charington Details Tapestry - Pearl White
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EXPRESS
CHARINGTON ACCENTS

Details, details, details. Thank goodness for details.

Most will agree that details, thoughtfully 
incorporated into almost any design, can 
make a contribution that far exceeds their 
size or number. The right Charington piece 
in the right place can signify a wide array of 
quality or character. You can achieve anything 
and everything from refinement to nuance 
or elegance to balance with the considered 
application of Charington accessories.

You may choose from a wide array of accessory 
items including corner stones and sills, a large 
selection of arches as well as springers, wings, 
stencil stones and more.

Whether accompanying traditional or contemporary 
designs, Charington accents lend an air of quality 
and eye-stopping sophistication that transform a 
mere building into a legacy.
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YOUR 
STYLE.

Personal expression. That is the primary purpose for Charington accessories.

We have provided this 3-D rendering as a tool to assist your contemplation of 
the many ways that Charington accessories can be put to work. Our hope is that 
these examples will stimulate your imagination and encourage you to consider 
how Charington accents can express your unique vision and bring it to life. 

D

E
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CHARINGTON
There is a wide range of types, styles and sizes of 
Charington accessories to achieve the distinctive style 
you are looking for, be it subtle refinement or modern flair. 
The choice and decision are yours.

Match the legend below with the letters on the illustrations 
to visualize all of the possibilities.

A distinctive characteristic of Charington accessories is 
that they contribute to the same high standard of design 
performance when applied to either the very latest 
in contemporary construction or to buildings that are 
entirely traditional.

For more about Charington accessories please visit our 
website at shouldice.ca

A  Header
B  Emerald Gemstone
C  Diamond Gemstone
D  424 Tapestry Sill
E  Cornerstone
F  Candles
G  Arch
H  Stencil Stone
I  Keystone
J  Pier Cap
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Great Lakes - Carbon
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ASPIRE
FUSION STONE -  EASY TO INSTALL  MASONRY

“Fusion” is defined as “a merging of diverse or 
separate elements into a unified whole.” 

Fusion Stone is the merging of the beauty, 
strength, and maintenance-free qualities of 
traditional stone with the ease of installation and 
affordability of stone veneer.

Fusion Stone is an easy and budget-friendly way 
to beautifully upgrade your home, inside and 
out. This thin stone veneer is easily installed with 
the included stainless steel clips and screws.

Available in multiple styles and colours, all 
backed by a Lifetime Guarantee, Fusion Stone 
can be installed on both new and existing wall 
assemblies in any weather by anyone. 

And remember, Fusion Stone is conveniently 
distributed to over 1,500 dealer and retail 
locations across Canada.



Charcoal

Cyprus
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GREAT LAKES DRY-STACK

PEN INSULA 
LEDGESTONE

Caramel

Grotto

PROUD.CERTAIN.
PATENTED DIY 
CLIP SYSTEM
Fusion Stone features a patented 
system of stainless steel clips and 
screws that can be installed in any 
weather by anyone for a lifetime of 
maintenance free performance.

CarbonFawnRavenBrindle
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Dry-Stack - Caramel Great Lakes - Raven

Great Lakes - Raven Peninsula Ledgestone - Cyprus
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Pearl White, Dover & Galaxy
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INFLUENCE
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS,  PROF ILES &  COLOURS

Architectural structures are here for the 
long term. They do more than serve as a 
covered enclosure. 

They can be consequential in ways that 
transcend the structures themselves. Creative, 
expert designs can influence designers and 
architects by igniting ideas and innovations 
that will stimulate others to express their 
creative potential.

As importantly, those who use these 
buildings, be they homes, schools, hospitals, 
libraries, hotels or office towers, are left with 
a lasting impression.

Our Architectural stone, with its broad selection 
of profiles, colours and sizes provides 
everything you need to create an enduring 
impact for years to come.



TAPESTRY

TEX-STONE

ROCK-STONE

A  PROF ILE  TO 
SUIT ANY STYLE
Variety is the spice of life! We have that covered with three distinct profiles to 
satisfy virtually any design taste or vision.

Tapestry offers the sophistication and contemporary appeal of both 
a flat, smooth surface and precisely bevelled edges.

The broad appeal of Tex-Stone, with its subtle textured surface, 
strikes a perfect balance between Tapestry and Rock-Stone.

The rugged profile of Rock-Stone reflects the traditional strength 
and appeal of stone that has endured for centuries.
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Colby

Architectural Stone Tex-Stone - Pearl White

Architectural Stone - Rock & Tex Stone - Galaxy & Executive Grey



90 x 79 x 257
(3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄8" x 10 1⁄8")

90 x 90 x 290
(3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2" x 11 3⁄8") (3 1⁄2" x 2 1⁄4" x 15 5⁄8")

90 x 57 x 397
(3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8")
90 x 90 x 390

(3 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8")
90 x 190 x 390

(3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2" x 23 1⁄4")
90 x 90 x 590

(5 ½" x 7 ½" x 15 ⅜") 
140 x 190 x 390

(3 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2" x 23 1⁄4")
90 x 190 x 590

(3 1⁄2" x 11 3⁄8" x 23 1⁄4")
90 x 290 x 590

(3 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8" x 23 1⁄4")
90 x 390 x 590

(3 1⁄2" x 5 1⁄2" x 23 1⁄4")
90 x 140 x 590 

(7 ½" x 7 ½" x 15 ⅜")
190 x 190 x 390

(9 ½" x 7 ½" x 15 ⅜") 
240 x 190 x 390

(11 ⅜" x 7 ½" x 15 ⅜") 
290 x 190 x 390
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VAR IOUS S IZES TO 
MATCH THAT STYLE 

A wide range of sizes in either solid units or hollow core will meet both 
design objectives and construction requirements.

SOL ID  UN ITS

HOLLOW CORE

Architectural Stone - Rock & Tex Stone - Galaxy & Executive Grey



 A  RANGE OF COLOURS TO 
ENHANCE THAT STYLE
Shouldice Designer Stone colours perfectly reflect contemporary design trends 
from the basics of Ultra White and Colby to the distinction of Briar and Galaxy.
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Chamois & Executive Grey

Galaxy - LSPearl White - SS Executive Grey - SS Colby - ESUltra White - ES Crystal White - LS



Our beautiful colours, available in all profiles (shown here in Tapestry) are designated 
into three price series. See our price list for current pricing.

SS – Standard Series
LS – Legacy Series 
ES – Elite Series

Custom Colours - If you are looking for something totally unique, we can create 
any colour that satisfies your vision.

Colours are printed representations. Actual colours may vary. Samples available.
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Architectural Stone Tapestry - Pearl White & Colby Estate Stone - Frontenac Architectural Stone - Desert Buff & Galaxy

Desert Buff - SSBriar - SS Chamois - SS
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SELECTION.

YOU CAN TRUST US 
WITH CONFIDENCE.

2019 marks 72 years since the founding of 
Shouldice Designer Stone. We are proud 
to be a 100% Canadian and family owned/
operated enterprise. 

An important tradition is our desire to progress. 
Our drive to stay ahead of the curve has allowed 
us to respond to and sometimes even anticipate 
market needs. Progress will remain a touchstone 
as we strive to better serve our customers.

You can pursue your design aspirations with 
confidence, knowing that we are here to 
support and advise every step of the way. 
We are the only coast-to-coast, full-service, 
comprehensive masonry manufacturer in 
North America.

We guarantee product quality, colour 
consistency and reliable delivery. As well, we can 
satisfy virtually all supply requirements including 
those of national commercial customers. 

Shouldice offers a comprehensive range of 
masonry products, from residential and 
architectural to landscaping and DIY veneer.

These, combined with a vast array of styles, 
textures and colours make Shouldice Designer
Stone your single stop resource for quality 
stone you can rely upon.

We are dedicated to the full-time quest for 
better technologies, better methods, better 
components and better products. 

From our unique and comprehensive palette 
of integral colours, to our wide variety 
of accessory styles and the world’s first 
mechanically fastened thin stone DIY system, 
our single-minded goal is to transform 
imagination into reality.

Shouldice Designer Stone offers a lifetime 
warranty provided the initial purchaser is the 
product owner, the products comply with local 
building codes and are installed according to 
specifications.  Products exceed the standards 
of CSA A165 Series-04, ASTMC55-11 and 
ASTMC90-13. See shouldice.ca for details.

You can also count on Shouldice Designer 
Stone products for their natural protection 
against mould, fire, storms, freeze/thaw, sound 
and vandalism.

Producing a consistently high quality product 
doesn’t happen by chance.

Choosing Shouldice quality fulfills dreams 
with not only lasting beauty but also real world 
investment value. There is nothing like stone 
to enhance the beauty of a home or to make a 
statement about good taste, consideration for 
sustainability and financial wisdom.

INNOVATION.70+ YEARS. QUALITY.

SERVICE. WARRANTY.



The natural choice in stone

WITH SHOULDICE DESIGNER STONE

281227 Shouldice Block Road, Shallow Lake, Ontario N0H 2K0
800.265.3174    |    designer@shouldice.ca    |    www.shouldice.ca


